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Editorial
The last week of 2004 produced horrific numbers. Each
new bulletin provided increasing totals of those who were
missing or confirmed dead after an earthquake off the coast
of the Indonesian island of Sumatra created a tsunami
which caused death and destruction in 14 countries.
Now over 150,000 people are dead and understanding
what can and needs to be done is made even more
challenging for those of us who are, geographically
speaking, so far away from the worst natural disaster in
history.
If it's possible to truly comprehend the magnitude of
this tragedy it's certainly not easy. Just as learning a new
language is simplified by spending time in a foreign-
speaking country, relief workers who are able to bring
aid directly to tsunami victims are gaining the greatest
understanding of the immense loss of human life and the
courage involved in the reconstruction of the survivors'
daily lives.
At home, we must continue to think globally and do our
best to remain informed of events throughout the world.
So we read the newspapers and watch the national news
broadcasts. We hear the stories and see vivid photographs
and videos of people and places we don't know enough
about and until the disaster, didn't necessarily feel we
needed to know anything about. These stories and images
prompt quick and generous donations, the totals of which
have thus far matched the $350 million given by our
government. We feel slightly better, remaining informed
and having taken some action.
But the kind ofreconstruction needed in Asia will last
well beyond the attention given by front page headlines
or top stories on the evening news. Six months from now,
several years from now, there will still be more to do and
more to give. There is no telling what new event may take
our attention away from whatwe can do to help victims in
Asia.
Thinking globally means thinking locally. Relief agencies
such as the American Red Cross, are always accepting
donations to help those in need as far away as Asia and as
close to our homes as those who have been affected by the
mudslides in La Conchita, California.
There isn't one event, reason or season to continue to
donate to relief agencies or charities and this is something
we can all remember throughout 2005.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Trisha Leonard,
Amy Daybert and Kevin Curley. Signed commentaries re-
flect THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY THOSE
of The Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.
The Letters to the Editor this week reflect the many students, parents and alumnae
who have voiced their concern over the dismissal ofAssistant Provost for Enrollment
Services, Dannette Sullivan, (News, page 6), late last week. The Spectator is only able
to print a few of the hundreds of letters that have been sent to Ms. Sullivan and the
student group, ConcernedFriends ofDannette Sullivan, in the past week.
Dear Spectator staff and
Seattle University stu-
dents:
On Wednesday January sth,5 th, the
university announced that Dan-
nette Sullivan no longer would
be working as Assistant Provost
ofEnrollment Services at Seattle
University.
This news shocks and disap-
points the many students who
have been touched by her in
powerful ways.
Officially, Dannette was in
charge ofthe Offices ofAdmis-
sions, Registrar and Financial
Aid. Unofficially, Dannette ful-
fills the roles ofstudent recruiter,
substitute mother and friend.
She follows up with students
and helps them find a home at
SU. Dannette embodies Seattle
University mission and values.
As a community, we should
remember Dannette's seventeen
years of loyal service.
According to the SU Institu-
tional Research Office, num-
bers for enrollment, application
volume and retention are up
- qualitativelyand quantitatively
- in recent years.
At the very least, Dannette has
not harmed the forward progres-
sion ofuniversity advancement.
Further, we know well the fruit
ofher hard work.
Her gifts should not be dis-
missed and wasted.
Our university has made a
mistake; Dannette Sullivan
should be reinstated.
For those students, parents,and
alumni who feel the same way,
we request that you write letters to
Fr. Stephen Sundborg expressing
your appreciation for Dannette,
your opinion ofher dismissal as a
mistake, and your overall feeling
ofloss or dissatisfaction.
Please email these letters to
flemminge(g),seattleu.edu to be
collected and presented toUniver-
sity administration.
Also, please watch for a public
forum tobe held the weekofJanu-
ary 180, through the 21*.
Emily Flemming
JuniorEnglish/history major
Students, faculty, staff, parents,
and alumni:
In an email sent only to faculty and staff on January
sth,5 th
,
Seattle University released Dannette Sullivan due to
"restructuring our Enrollment Services area of the Uni-
versity to align with our planning documents." Though
Dannette "has us well positioned to move forward in
the professionalization of our enrollment management
efforts," the email also coldly states that, "Dannette Sul-
livan, Assistant Provost for Enrollment Services, will be
pursuing other opportunities." The email wrapsup saying,
"Iknow that you will join me in thanking Dannette forher
years ofservice."
We intend to do more than just thank her.
We are organizing thestudent, alumniand parent voice,
and we want everyone to know our stance and purpose.
So far, we have:
1) Contacted Dr. Sue Seeker, University Provost,
requesting a meeting to voice our concern. The meeting
was denied.
2) Requested a public meeting with Fr. Sundborg,
University President.
3) Started collecting letters fromconcerned students,
parents, and alumni.
4) Found the faculty and staff similarly upset but
without a means to make their voice heard.
5) Organized a core team ofstudent leaders for our
organization:
Concerned Friends ofDannette
We request that Dannette be reinstated. A meeting will
take place during the week of January 18-2P1, during
which time three representatives will briefly speak of
their appreciation for Dannette, hurt and confusion over
this decision and belief that Seattle University has made a
mistake. At that time, we will finish collecting and hand-
deliver the bulk of letters to Fr. Sundborg, who has been
invited to attend.
I'm also asking that you please forward this message
to everyone you know that will support concern over this
seemingly arbitrary dismissal. Please ask anyone who
has been touched by Dannette's work to support us by
heightening awareness. We are not going to let the "dust
settle" so easily.
Finally, trust that we have every intention to proceed
respectfully and professionally, but loudly. Look for
upcoming announcements for next week's meeting date,
time, andplace.
Direct questions or letters of support can be sent to
Nick Lofing at:
ConcernedFriends ofDannette
c/o Nick Lofing
1001 E.James Way #1413A
Seattle, WA 98122
206.398.4835
lofingn@seattleu.edu
Supporters ofDannette Sullivan include many parents
and students within the SU community including:
Parents ofNick Lofing
Tara Rice, sophomore philosophy/poli-sci major
Brian Johnson, senior TRST/English major
Rachel Udelhoven, senior biochemistry major
Nicholas McCarvel, freshman journalism major
Parents ofNicholas McCarvel
Emily Flemming, juniorEnglish/history major
Nick Cojfman, junior TRST/philosophy major
Amber Udelhoven, junior history major
Titomas Hackett, Class of2003
J. Christopher "Cappy"Russell, Class of2002
Abby Marten, Class of2004
Sarah Fischer, Class of2004
Parents ofSarah Fischer
Kevin Grove, Class of2004
Rant Of the Week: Handicap access abused by lazy students
Linda Lee
CAC - Student Center
I work at the Campus Assis-
tance Center located on the first
floor of the Student Center. I
have an idea for a story. I know
that you don't take all ideas but
I thought I'd exercise my right
to free speech.
The handicap door is there
primarily for the disabled to use.
We all know this is not always
the case. People who are lazy,
rude and inconsiderate always
used the door and then they
press it time and time again even
though they are on the other side
of the door, no longer needing
the door to be open. Sitting up
here at the desk with the door
open for sometimes a minute,
makes it a minute of 30 or 40
degree weather coming in and
chilling you to the bone.
We here at the desk don't go to
these individuals rooms and sit
there with an air conditioner to
their faces... yet these individu-
als make it their purpose in life
to use that button mostly onM
the defense that because they
pay so much to go here they
should be allowed to be lazy. It
is almost always the case on the
occasion that the door happens
to be broken is because of exces-
sive use. That door is there to
make this building handicap-ac-
cessible not lazy-accessible!
Linda Lee is a sophomore
communication major. Send
feedback and comments to
Linda at leelB7@seattleu.edu
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Fr. Sundborg and University of-
ficials concerned:
The ripple effect of Dannette Sullivan's
dismissal has reached beyond the waters of
the Atlantic Ocean to the my resting place
of Belfast, Northern Ireland, where I write
as Dannette's friend, as well as one of the
members of her select group of youngsters,
otherwise known as the Junior Bug Bites.
I am not writing to tell youhow wonderful
a person Dannette is, or how much she has
affected my life, my family, and my relation-
ships with young and old alike.
Nor do I have to tell you that she is loved
by me andby thousands around the world not
for what she does, but for who she is and the
way that she lives her life, one full of love,
energy, spirit and kindness.
My times spent with Dannette in Seattle
and at Seattle University have always been
special for me and cannot be appropriately
described in words, but the uniqueness of
my adventures with her have always left
my spirit touched and inspired by observ-
ing the way Dannette sees people, wel-
comes people, converses with people, and
changes people by simply being who she
is.
She brings joy to my life and has brought
joy to so many others, in particular many
current and former students, who would have
had second thoughts of Seattle University if
it were not forDannette.
Dannette's contagious energy and joyful
sparkle gives people life. Life which Seattle
University, as well as thecity ofSeattle, have
been incredibly blessed with for the past 17
years. Her basis for creating a community
and a place of welcome for people of all
walks oflife is the measuring stick for which
education systems should aspire to.
She is a solidrock within the Seattle Uni-
versity community and the attempt to remove
a solidrock can cause quite a disturbance as
you have seen. Think about it.
Sincerely,
Kevin Downs
PastASSU President
Dear Administrators of Seattle
University,
It is with great sadness that I hear word that
Dannette Sullivan no longer has a place at
Seattle University. That this wordreached me
around the world inRamallah, Palestine (and
that I am taking this time to reply) shouldbe
evidence enough ofhow much Dannette has
meant to the students of Seattle University.
Admittedly, I am not privy to the reasons
behind this decision. As in most cases, I tend
to trust the judgment of University Admin-
istration, especially Fr. Sundborg, President,
and Dr. Seeker, Provost. Still, I amperplexed
by this decision on account of Dannette's
exemplary contributions to the Seattle Uni-
versity community.
My experience has always been that
one does as much as one can to keep qual-
ity people as employees. I would think that
Seattle University, in its own self-interest if
for no other reason, would be bending over
backwards to keep Dannette around in some
capacity.
Dannette's connection to students both past
and present is well-known. As a campus tour
guide while at Seattle University, I always
took advantage ofopportunities to introduce
Dannette to prospective students, particularly
those from Montana. Dannette Sullivan was
a "sure thing," a guaranteed favorable im-
pression. I wouldn't be at all surprised if
meeting Dannette were a deciding factor for
a number of students who chose to attend
Seattle University. I certainly was better for
knowing her. I'm sure that the coming days
and weeks will bring greatly needed clarity to
this decision. To the extent that it is possible,
I would encourage the University to, perhaps,
reverse its current stance and find a way to
retain Danette Sullivan. Failing that, I hope
and trust Dannette will be given a send off
befitting someone who has done much for
Seattle University.
With all due respect,
J. Christopher "Cappy" Russell
Class of2002
Dear Father Sundborg and Uni-
versity officials involved:
I am writing to you about the recent
release of assistant provost Dannette Sul-
livan. I was deeply shocked and saddened
by the news that the newly named provost
ofSeattle University had decided to let such
a beautiful woman and incrediblepart of the
SU family go.
Coming into my freshman year of college
here atSU was a rather intimidatingand scary
experience. I had never been away from my
home in Helena, Montana for more than
two weeks, and coming from a home of six
children had rarely spent time on my own in
any place. A transition that could have been
frightening and rather turbulent ended up
being smooth and enjoyable thanks to one
woman, Dannette.
The second week of school Dannette sent
an email to all twenty-five Montana fresh-
men inviting them to a "Montana Dinner"
to welcome us to school and allow us to
get to know one another and know her. The
evening was a heart-warming experience in
which all ofus Montanans were able to get in
touch with eachother's roots, and learnabout
a lady who has touched the lives of dozens
ifnot hundreds of students over the last two
decades here at Seattle U.
Believe it or not Dannette gave each and
every one of us the green light to bother her
during the work day, call her in the evening
or zap her an e-mail over any concern we
had. She even offered up her own bath tub
in case we ever got sick of the campus show-
ers. I don'tbelieve Dannette was treating us
special, I believe she was treating us how she
treated everyone she has come into contact
with at SU thepast seventeen years, with love
and tenderness.
I don't know or understand the politics
involved behind therelease ofDannette Sul-
livan from the staff of Seattle University. I
don't intend to butt in or step on toes, but I
do intend on saying that this beautiful home
in which I live, work and play has suffered
a great loss in the last week. Dannette is a
shining example of what everyone at Seattle
U - students, faculty, alumni, parents and
staff included - would love to be someday:
the shining light of Christ.
In closing, I ask you to reconsider the
release of Dannette from the SU family. We
have all enjoyed her presence on this campus
and I cannot imagine this place without her.
In book two of Corinthians, chapter four,
verse eight, it says, "We are hard pressed on
every side, but not crushed; perplexed, but
not in despair." I believe this is rather reflec-
tive on what has happened this past week.
Dannette's release has troubled us all, but we
are not broken, and we will not quit. Please
reconsider this terrible decision. Thank you
for your time.
Nicholas McCarvel
Freshman, journalism major
Dear Father Sundborg and Uni-
versity officials,
It recently came to my attention that Ms.
Dannette Sullivan has been removed from
Seattle University.
This is an outrage and an injustice to the en-
rollment services staff, to the Seattle Univer-
sity community as a whole, any prospective
and current students, and those alums, such
as myself, that have been greatly influenced
by Ms. Sullivan.
As a former employee ofMs. Sullivan and
the Registrar Office of Seattle University, I
can say that she not only encompasses the
Seattle U. spirit—she IS the SU spirit we
pride ourselves on. Taking Ms. Sullivan out
of the community, especially Enrollment Ser-
vices, is like taking the zeal ofsocial justice
out ofa Jesuit.
It would take pages upon pages to outline
what this amazing woman has done not only
that helped me in my career as a SU student
and worker of the University, but also as
a person. She has helped advise me in the
right paths for university policy and acted
as a professional and personal mentor. Fur-
ther, she has shown me how confidence and
a truly unique personality can help increase
the morale of an office culture. Her extreme
care and concern from students to staff and
faculty is unprecedented.
The dedication to her work speaks for it-
self. Of course, "She has us well positioned
to move forward in theprofessionalization of
our enrollment management efforts"—she IS
the centrifugal force.
Ms. Sullivan's work and influence on SU
is unparallel. Thus, with no explanation and
justificationfor this dismissal, I am left bewil-
dered andunable to understand this huge loss
to the Seattle University community.
Perhaps instead of "restructuring" the
Enrollment Services in order to "align" plan-
ning documents, a "restructuring" should be
made to "align" the more rational action of
reinstatement.
Reinstatement is not the question—It is
the only answer.
Sincerely,
Sarah D. Fischer
Seattle University Alumna 2004
Zamek Loucen
Loucen c.p. 1
28 937 Okres Nymburk
Czech Republic
s.d.fischer(a)gniail.eoni
Dear Rev. Sundborg,
This letter is concerning the untimely
release of Dannette Sullivan from
Seattle University. It was with great
disbelief that we heard the news.
Our first contact with Seattle Uni-
versity came with the acceptance of
our daughter Sarah in 2000. Dannette
was instrumental in Sarah's success
throughout her four years. Dannette,
in her very professional and positive
manner, would refer Sarah to the proper
academic, financial and departmen-
tal channels. Sarah could then make
informed decisions. Dannette always
expressed a confidence in all aspects
of the Seattle University experience.
Dannette's belief in the professionals
of SU gave us a confidence that Sarah's
education was trulyworth the extra cost
and sacrifice.
We now actively recruit for Seattle
University. We feel as Dannette does]
that Seattle University provides an
education for the future. Dannette and
her staff are open and willing to work
out all the details of applications and
registration. It is no surprise that SU en-
rollments have grown under Dannette's
leadership.
Whenever Dannette speaks ofSU she
does so with respect and pride for co-
workers and students alike. Dannette's
actions and words embody our sharec
Christian faith and her giving attitude
and enthusiasm for all of life. She is
a vital part of the Seattle University
team. We hope you will reconsider
your decision.
j
Sincerely,
John and Evelyn Fischer
john_evfischer(s),msn.corn
To Whom It May Concern,
I recently have been informed ofthe
sudden release of Dannette Sullivan
from Seattle University, however,
with no reason being given as to why
she was let go.
I believe that this is very unfair to
the students and faculty who have
been touched and helped by Mrs.
Sullivan. I was a student at Seattle U
for one quarter.
During that time I was extremely
homesick and lonely. I met Dannette
at the New Student Orientation and
she was extremely helpful. She al-
lowed me to come to her office any
time I needed to talk or just have a
shoulder to cry on.
She was like another mother to me
while I was away from home. Dan-
nette Sullivan was a great woman on
Seattle University's campus and had
a great impact on many students.
I believe that her release is unfair to
those students unless a valid reason
is given.
Heather Vukasin
Recently transferred to Montana State
University from Seattle University
To Whom It May Concern:
I am a student here at SU and native
of the beautiful state ofMontana. Upon
recently hearing about the release of
Mrs. Sullivan, I would like to express my
dismay, confusion, and disgust at such an
unexplained move.
Mrs. Sullivan was an active member
and my best friend. She provided my-
roommate during her first quarter here
at SU with the support, friendship and
encouragement that she so desperately
needed.
Mrs. Sullivan provided all students
from Montana an open arm and shoulder.
Most memorably, she hosted a Montana
New Student welcome dinner that was an
encouragement to me and others.
I am disappointed in this sudden release
and unexplained move on SU's part.
Jessie Spencer
Freshman, Diagnostic Ultrasound
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NEWS
Students respond to tsunami crisis
Meyling Siu-Miranda
Far from the disaster, but sharing the grief
Features Editor
In Sri Lanka, two Seattle University graduates have joined
therelief effort for the victims of the Dec. 26 tsunami, while
back on campus, a group of students are coordinating their
own efforts to help those in need.
The massive tsunami was unleashedafter a 9.0-magnitude
earthquake struck beneath the Indian Ocean. The quake was
centered 155miles south-southeastofBandaAceh, the capital
ofIndonesia'sAceh province on Sumatra, and six miles under
the Indian Ocean's seabed.
The earthquake, the strongest since the 9.2 quake that hit
Alaska in 1964, triggered a huge volume of water crashing
downon beaches in 12 countries ranging from Eastern Africa
to Southern Asia.
When the tsunami struck, Casey Johnson, an English major
graduate and current SU Rotary scholar, was on assignment
covering a story concerning the child soldiers and rebel forces
known as the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam in northern
Sri Lanka.
After the disaster, Johnson traveled to Batticaloa, on the
eastern coast of the country, to work with a local group of
professionals coordinating support for the survivors.
Meanwhile, traveling throughout the devastatedseaside vil-
lages along the country's southwestern coast,Adam Salmon,
a graduate of the College ofEducation, struggled to rescue,
clothe and feed the orphaned children. Salmon is the founder
and executive director of Asiana Education Development,
a non-profit organization which operates 71
schools and a residential facility for orphaned
and refugee children, victims of the ongoing
civil war.
In a letter to a fellow student, Salmon de-
scribed the death and devastation left behind
by the tsunami.
"Last night, we had to evacuate our 170
children from the orphanage due to aftershocks
creating an unprecedented rise in the water
level once again. Many of the children are
traumatized, and are getting reports that loved
ones and family members have been lost."
"Out ofour 70 schools, we knowfor certain
nine have been completely washed away.
We have not heard from our 5,000 students,"
Salmon wrote.
In country after country, children have
emerged as the biggest victims — tens of
thousands drowned, battered and washed
away by the massive waves. Two weeks
K
sincethe tragedy, the confirmed death toll has
surpassed 150,000, tens of thousands remain
an estimated 5 million people are homeless.
j to the World Health Organization, illnesses
linked to contaminatedwater, poor sanitation and cramped
living conditions could double the death toll. Survivors face
outbreaks ofdisease including malaria, cholera, dengue fever
and respiratory infections.
The magnitude of the disaster has overwhelmed relief
agencies. Last Thursday, world leaders met in Jakarta, the
capital of Indonesia, to discuss how to transform one of the
largest aid packages ever assembled — nearly $4 billion in
pledges — into food for the needy. They also discussed how
to install a tsunami warning system, which scientists said
could have reduced the death toll.
Much of the aid is still not reaching the needy. Com-
munications with many parts of the region were cut off and
distributing supplies from the airports to shelters is posing
alarming difficulties. Heavy rains deepened the misery of
survivors by increasing the threat of deadly diseases. In Sri
Lanka, the floods have uprooted land mines.
Poor coordination and bureaucratic delays between the
military, civilians and foreign governments, have also ham-
pered relief efforts. Last month, Indonesia, the worst-hit
country, barred most international relief agencies because
of deep fears about possible outside assistance to Acehnese
Rebels, who are fighting for independence.
Far from the disaster, Hendy Hartoko, an electrical engi-
neer senior from Jakarta, Indonesia, stared at his television
screen in awe of the constant images ofdestroyed buildings,
twisted wire, crushed cars, tree limbs and thousands of dead
bodies.
"I'm emotionally attached to the victims and the people.
It's really hard to digest for me still," he said.
Rather than just being appalled, Hartoko took action. To-
gether with Beta Ayler, the vice-president of the Indonesian
Student Association, he created SU for Tsunami Relief.
The organization is a coalition of various student groups
including the Muslim Student Association, the South Asian
Student Association, Model United Nations, the Interna-
tional Club, the Korean Club and the Japan Club. Seattle
University has a large Asian population with 130 students
from Indonesia.
Members of the SU for Tsunami Reliefhave installed four
boxes around the campus hoping to raise funds and later chan-
nel the money through the Red Cross. So far the group has
raised $425.The fundraising is scheduled to last throughout
winter quarter.
However, Hartoko added, "It will take weeks and months
to rebuild the region." He encouraged all students to join
the reliefeffort.
"We definitely need some volunteers! The amount of
money we raise doesn't represent how much students care. It
all depends on how students get involved," Hartoko said.
University staff and faculty were also quick to respond to
the disaster. Throughout the quarter, Campus Ministry will be
accepting donations for Catholic Relief Services, which
"The Navaladi Penninsula. When the wave
came ashore, one fisherman I spoke to said
it crashed over the top of the 45 foot palm
trees that lined the shore. Here it has turned
a giant concrete structure into a piece of bad
modern art."
"Of all the towns I visited along the eastern coast
it was Mullaittivu ( mul-la-tee-vu ) that took the
most complete beating. Long subject to govern-
ment air raids during the twenty year civil war,
the town finally succumbed to the tsunami. With
a swath of barren landscape behind her is Sister
Hilda of the Holy Family of Bordeaux. Wearing a
surgeons mask to protect against the stench of
uncovered bodies (seven days after the tsu-
nami), This commited nun and headmaster is
scavenging for wood to rebuild her demolished
school. 'We had 500 students before Christmas
break. I expect 250 will be back,' she says before
heading back into the wreckage."
"A three-year-old girl in Mandanai Camp,
eastern Sri Lanka has an infected foot cleaned
with rainwater and bandaged by the two
under-graduate commerce students who are
in charge of the camp's 2,000 plus refugees
presently sleeping in the mud. Five days after
the Tsunami struck, neither government nor
international aid had reached Mandanai camp." I
In addition to helping tsunami survivers in Sri Lanka.Casey Johnson, a
Seattle University graduate, used his photo journalism skills to provide
The Spectator with these unsettlingphotos ofthe tsunami destruction.
Photo by Joe Anchondo
Approximately 100 people gathered in solidarity for
the victims and survivors of the tsunami disaster in
a multi-faith vigil sponsored by Campus Ministry.
See TSUNAMI, Page 7
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Quake Aid: How can you help?
SU for Tsunami Relief
Drop your donations in any of the boxes located in the
International Student Center, Campus Ministry, Center
for Student Involvement and Registrar's Office or con-
tact Hendy Hartoko at (206) 992-9032 or via email at
hartokoh@seattleu.edu.
Campus Ministry Effort
Catholic Relief Services
www.catholicrelief.org
The JesuitRefugee Service
www.jrsusa'.org
Please write checks payable to CatholicRelief Services.
Cash donations will be channeled through the Jesuit
Refugee Service.
Students speak-out about disibilities
J. Jacob Edel
Sports Editor
Avariegated groupofstudents initiated SeattleUniversity's
diversity month last Thursday speaking out to raise awareness
about the difficulties ofcoping with disabilities.
People saw me as broken; they
only saw my disability.
Brian Fry, SU grad student
It was the first timeDiversity Month included students with
disabilities. Many used the opportunity to criticize the lack of
awareness and compassion at the university, as well as demand
better understanding from professors and fellow students.
Infront ofthe mainly self-inclusive audience, eight students
gave testimonials of their temporary or permanent struggles
withphysical and mental disabilities.They highlighted their
troubles getting around in wheelchairs, overcoming paralysis
and learning with traumatic brain injuries, attention deficit
disorder and/or bipolar disorder.
Michael McEachran mentioned that he experienced a
"mixed bag" of instructors that respect the limitations he
has dueto his disabilities throughout his five years at SU. He
applauded those professors willing to learn ofdisabilitiesand
adapt their teaching methods to accommodate them, while he
denounced the instructors who are reluctant to offer separate
standards to disabled students in fear of jeopardizing the
university's accreditation.
"It does come down to the individual. You'll find chairs
of departments that are pro-disabilities and some anti-dis-
ability. Some feel it is giving too much leeway," McEachran
stated.
"I've found that when I was more visibly disabled I had
instructors more willing to believe and recognize," he added.
"The more you try and hide it the instructors don't realize
you're disabled."
McEachran urged disabled students to notify professors of
their condition, and ask instructors to assist those students.
"They don'tknow your medical background. That's where
you have to write to your instructors telling them your
disabled, or that you may need some special arrangements.
However, it is up to our instructors to decide how much of
this they are going to afford you," he said.
The speakers also discussed the stigma attached to dis-
abilities. Those experienced with wheelchair dependency
explained the difficultiesextended beyond the complications
ofgetting around and said the looks they received from others
on campus were the hardest part ofbeing disabled.
"People saw me as broken; they only saw my disability,"
Brian Fry, a grad student, said of his experience using a
wheelchair at Seattle University.
"People don't really want to talk to you when you're in
a wheelchair, they all avoid eye contact," Travis Shival
testified.
After the event, Richard Okamoto, the Learning Center's
Disability Specialist, stated he wantedadditional opportunity
to expose the general population to disability by making it
more visible.
He said programs like the one at Seattle University benefit
students, helping themto remain in college. In addition, the
program attracts disabled students to the university. Oka-
moto also said most universities traditionally had services
for people with physical disabilities but now cater to those
students with invisible disabilities, like arthritis, ADD or
bipolar disorder.
"This whole area - at the higher ed level - is fairly new
because most students never made it to this point," said Oka-
moto. "Some universities have had services more for folks
with physical access, like the first thing that people ask are,
'Are there elevators? Can you get up and down campus? Is
it all hills?'"
"But the whole other side ofthings I've seen the greatest
rise in right now," continued Okamoto, "as far as students
presenting disabilities and stuff like that, are chronic health
conditions."
Annual Umoja Ball "lets the soul speak"
Lindsay Dittmer
Guest Writer
From Kabi Gishuru's Black National
Anthem to musical performances, danc-
ing and poetry reading; the 11thAnnual
Umoja Ball was all soulFriday night in
the Campion Ballroom.
"The performances were so moving
because of the combination of confi-
dent, soul-inspired expression and an
engaged audience," said Mickey Pel-
land, an audience member and freshman
Spanish major.
This event, which is hosted every year
by the Seattle University Black Student
Union (BSU), honorsBlack history and
unity in Swahili.
BSU printed 200 paper tickets
which quickly sold out, leaving
the last few audience members
to find room to stand.
Standing was no problem,
however, as many of the per-
formers brought the crowd to
Keynote speaker Gregory
Davis, a social development
practitioner in the Seattle area,
urged the crowd to recognize
the importance of letting the
soul speak. He urged the college
generation in the crowdto change
stereotypes, and to "make a mark
on the world."
Tamara Barnett, a 2003 Seattle
Pacific University graduate, sang
anAlicia Keys song that brought
encouragement from the crowd.
"Sing it girl," came a voice
as Barnett belted out the low
The rhythm of TTAAPP Central
Dance quickly drew cheers as the
dancers beat the floor in sync with the
"I really liked the energy and passion
that the performers put into theirwork,"
said Pelland. "I also admired the skill
and power of the vocalists."
Hands waved in the air as musical
guest As-One performed two songs.
The crowd roared each time they left
the stage.
The excitement carried over to saxo-
"This is kind of my debut, I usually
only play at church," said Echols.
After a couple jittery notes, she
wailed out a tune that brought most of
the crowd to their feet.
A step performance by Kappa Alphi
Psi, Gamma Eta Chapter, was the light
note of the evening. Their comical
routine of rhythm and dance had the
audience laughing and wanting more.
Spoken word performance by Tia-
Nache Fields, a University ofWashing-
ton senior, was second to last on stage.
As she left the stage a half hour after
the program was scheduled to be over,
the crowd was still on their feet, roaring
with approval.
"I was very impressed," said Lydia
Lauer, a junior graphic design major.
"All the performers incorporated the
theme into the presentations."
"The night was obviously a success.
Everyone seems to be having a good
time," said Benjamin Palmer, father
of BSU co-president Alyson Palmer,
a junior political science major. "I am
very proud of Alyson and the other
officers."
The night's success can be attributed
to Miss Palmer and officers, as well as
recent graduated leaders.
Miss Palmer credits the success to
"strong leadership." She says BSU
was a little shaky when she first joined,
but "three years of great women" have
turned the program around.
This year's Umoja Ball brought in
larger numbers and more money than
the past three years. The performances
in CampionBallroom were followed by
a dance in the Student Union.
"This is the first year we have been
able to hold theBall in two locations,"
said Miss Palmer.
Photo by Kyle Smith
Local band As-One performs
their own blend of R&B and
Gospel at the 11thAnnual
Umoja Ball
See DISABLED, Page 7
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It s Seattle University's
4th Annual Diversity Month!
Don't miss these events.
Community Blood Drive
Wednesday and Thursday, January 12thand 13th
From 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. between theBannon
Building and Sullivan Hall, students and staff are
welcome to serve the community by donating their
blood.
Center for Service Open House
Wednesday, January 12th
From 3:30 to 5:30 pm in Pavilion 124, welcome
Seattle University's new Center for Service and learn
about volunteer opportunities in the community.
Annual Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Dinner Celebration
Thursday, January 13th
From 6 to 8 p.m. in Campion Ballroom, Seattle Uni-
versity will be honoring the life ofDr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. As the official kickoff event to Diversity
Month 2005, the dinner will feature an ethnic menu,
student entertainment and a keynote speaker. If you
didn't RSVP, you're probably too late!
Week ofPrayer for Christian Unity
Sunday-Saturday, January 16th-22nd
The Service of Prayer for Christian Unity will be
on Tuesday, Jan. 18 at 4:30 p.m. in the Ecumenical
Chapel in Campion Hall.
Seattle's Annual Martin Luther King, Jr.
Rally and March
Monday, January 17th
Starts at 11 a.m. at Garfield High School. Speak
Truth to Power: End Racial Disparity Now - Seattle
University community participation in Seattle's
annual tribute to MLK with educational workshops
(9:3oam - 11:00am), a community rally (11:00am
- 12:00pm),and a community march to downtown
Seattle (12:00pm). **An SU group will departfrom
the Bellannine turn-around at 10:30amfor Garfield
H.S.
International Week
Tuesday-Saturday, January 25th-29th
A series of programs celebrating and providing
awareness of various international cultures and is-
sues. The annual International Dinner will be on
Saturday,
Jan. 29 from 6 to 10 p.m. in Campion Ballroom.
Day of Fasting
Thursday, January 27th
The Students for Peace and Justice in Palestine invite
the SU community to participate in a day offasting
in honor of the hopes for peace in Israel and Pales-
tine. A communal dinner will take place from 6 to 8
p.m. in STCN 130 to break the fast. Representatives
from three different religions will discuss the impor-
tance of peace in the Holy Land for theirrespective
religions. RSVP is required. Contact Zaher Hulays at
<hulaysz@seattleu.edu>
Marianas Taotao Tano Club Plate Lunch
Thursday, January 27th
11 :00am-l:00pm in STCN Lobby
From 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the STCN lobby: featuring
authentic Chamorro food and drink for only $5.
The Israeli Palestinian Conflict
Thursday, January 27th
From noon to 1:30 p.m. in Schafer Auditorium, Pro-
fessor JoelMigdal, author of several books and pro-
fessor at the University ofWashington, will present
on the Israeli/Palestinian conflict and peace process.
M.E.Ch.A. Adopt-A Street Clean-up
Saturday, January 29th
Meet at the Bellarmine Turn-around at 10 a.m. to
help clean Cherry Street, starting at 12thAvenue.
Lasts until noon.
Enrollment services lose 17-year veteran
Kevin Curley
Opinion Editor
In a mass e-mail sent out last week to
University staff and faculty, the office of
the Provost announced that the enrollment
services department would undergo a much
neededrestructuring.
The e-mail, sent by Susan Seeker, Ph.D.,
SU's Provost, also stated that longtime
Associate Provost of enrollment services,
Dannette Sullivan, was leaving her post and
"pursuing other opportunities."
The restructuring is in accordance with the
University's plan for the future; developing
a premier school, not only in the Pacific
Northwest, but also throughout the United
States.
The specific details regarding Sullivan's
dismissal are still unclear, but students, fac-
ulty, parents and alumni have voiced their
opinions through the SU email system and
campus publications.
Many within this group have speculated
that Sullivan was prematurely terminated
and that the University should reinstate her
immediately.
According to an e-mail sent out by Joe
Nguyen, ASSU President, to all undergrads
last night, the group known as the Concerned
Friends ofDannette stated that "our Univer-
sity has made a mistake."
The e-mail listed numerous courses of
action the group intends to follow-up on to
try and bring Sullivan back to SU, includ-
ing meeting with Fr. Steven Sundborg, SU
President. A meeting withSeeker was denied
due to confidentiality issues.
Although the group insists that Sullivan
was released by the University, the e-mail
sent out by Seeker does not reveal anything
that alludes to a termination.
Sullivan had been a member ofthe Seattle
University for 17 years and had recruited
many students herself throughout the years.
To some of these students, she filled the role
as a mentor and sometimes a mom-away-
from-home.
"She brings joy to my life and has brought
joy to so many others," Kevin Downs, an SU
Alumnus said.
The majority of letters received by the
Concerned Friends ofDannette asked the
University to reinstate Sullivan. They also
talked about the memories they had of Sul-
livan and how she helped them get through
rough times.
"She allowed me to come to her office any
time I needed to talk or justhave a shoulder
to cry on," Heather Vukasin, former SU
student said.
According to the e-mail, Jim White, cur-
rent director of finance, will fill the role
of director of enrollment services until the
national search process has concluded and
a candidate has filled the new role in enroll-
ment services.
Teach for America
challenges SU Grad
Lindsay Dittmer
Guest Writer
Only one of Alex Lara's seventh
graders reads above a fifth grade level,
and most are closer to a second grade
level.
Nearly half of his students have
witnessed the death of one or more of
their parents. Many are in foster care
or being raised by teenage siblings.
It is exhausting.
For the first three
months I dealt
with behavior
management.
Alex Lara, SU Graduate
Lara, a Seattle University alumnus,
teaches Language Arts in Cambridge,
New Jersey, one of the poorest cities in
America - a location that he chose.
A week after graduating last spring
with degrees in English and history,
Lara left for training in the Teach for
America Program (TFA).
To address the shortage of qualified
teachers in low income schools, TFA
was created 17 years ago. TFA recruits
college graduates to teach in low
income areas around the country for
two years. The program is based in 22
regions around the country, and nearly
everyone in the program is placed in
their preferred region.
When Lara was accepted into the
program, he ventured out to the east
coast, even though he had no family
there. He went through five weeks of
vigorous training in New York before
finding a residence near Camden.
Lara returned to his alma mater
Friday to talk with students about his
experiences and give theminformation
about how to get involved.
"It is exhausting," Lara said of the
work. "For the first three months 1
dealt with behavior management."
Listeners were informedof both the
positive and negative aspects of work-
ing in the TFA program.
"[TFA] sounds like it might be more
effective if it had more support, but it
is a good model for teaching in thereal
world - you don't get much support
there, either," commented Maureen
Wishkoski, a senior history major.
However, Lara described his time in
the TFA program as an amazing expe-
rience, and one of the most rewarding
of his life.
The intense training TFA provides
equips teachers with lesson plans
and ways to deal with behavior prob-
lems.
"'Firm but positive' was something
I heard all the time," said Lara of the
training.
College graduates from all over the
country and all majors apply to the
program. The idea is to make learning
fun for kids who have not had a lot of
success with school.
Many of Lara's students have little
hope for the future, as generational
poverty affects every corner of Cam-
den. Lara is a role model in more ways
than one.
Like most ofhis students, Lara has a
Hispanic background. He is also the first
in his family to graduate from college.
"His presence [in Camden] says you
can succeed; there is a way to get out
of this mess," said Dave Madsen, a
professor of history who knew Lara
well.
Lara talked about the strong support
network of fellow or past teachers
that was built during training, and
he stressed that TFA is rewarding for
everyone, regardless of where their
careers are headed.
The application process is long,
so college students are urged to start
early. The website for more informa-
tion is www.teachforamerica.org.
Student honored at
local book signing
Megan Peter
Staff Writer
It was an idea that began only five months
ago: a book for the 18 to 24-year-old demo-
graphic to voice their thoughts on politics.
But it soon grew from an idea to a book that
is now a Franklin Award Nominee. Now this
book that has not only been featured in newspa-
pers across the country, but has been on CNN,
MSNBC and most recently C-Span Book TV,
filmed at the Elliot Bay Bookstore.
The book, "What We Think" and its publish-
ing company, College Tree Publishing, are the
brainchild of Gonzaga students Rob Grabow,
a Magna Cum Laude finance major, and Dean
Robbins, a mechanical engineer major.
It was a book that took over 2,000 hours
of labor, numerous phone calls, hang ups and
stalking people to get help with a website design
that had its own string ofmishaps.
"It started off not so expensive; the out-of-
pocket cost was minimal. Gonzaga gave us a
boardroomwith Internet connectionand a long
distance telephone. They also gave us the layout
software that we needed for the book. There
was also help from professors on campus,"
recalled Robbins.
The hard work paid off, and thebookreceived
about 400 submissions in a matter of five to
six weeks from all over the country. Grabow
and Robbins narrowed the submissions down
to about 99 entries, with a few authors having
multiple entries.
"The submissions were representative of
Harvard, Yale, Berkeley, to smaller colleges
in Florida and Junior Colleges in California.
Some had no collegiate affiliation at all," said
Grabow.
One of the chosen submissions was from
Seattle University's Brittny Nielsen, a junior
political science major. Nielsen had two ofher
poems about the Iraq War published and read
them at the book signing on Saturday.
"I wrote [the first poem] 'A Day' after the
first day of bombing. To have [the poems]
published in a great book along with my peers
is an incredible honor," stated Nielsen. "My
poems came from anger but also from a deeper
sense of pain."
"Brittny Nielsen was the exact type of per-
son we envisioned; articulate, intelligent and
most important - opinionated," complimented
Robbins.
While Nielsen was the only person read at the
book signing, Robbins and Grabow spent time
discussing not only the process ofcompiling the
book, but also their views on politics and the
youth demographic.
Grabow spokepassionately aboutTom Wolfe's
latest novel, "I Am Charlotte Simmons" and the
view that Wolfe had of the same demographic
"What We Think" was aimed toward.
"Wolfe made the comment that teens aren't
political on [the show] Hardball. There are
problems withWolfe's view. They do vote; 50
percent voted. And voting is not synonymous
with caring. You don't have to vote to be po-
litically engaged and you shouldn't have to,"
commented Grabow.
While the topic ofbook signing was ofa more
serious note, the tone was light. It was apparent
that while the two friends had opposing views,
they were still able to see that the book was a
necessity for the youth demographic.
"Our book is our group's greatest answer
for aspirations and dreams and hopes. In some
corner there is someone writing something
great; writing something about our country,"
said Robbins.
"We can exist withMTV and Britney Spears,
as an inhibition generation for moments. But
which group or demographic hasn't? We can
exist like this and are also capable of being
profound thinkers," Grabow stated.
Photo by Will Hurd
Brittny Nielsen, a junior political sci-
ence major, reads her published po-
ems at the book signing of "What We
Think," at Elliot Bay Book Company
on Jan. 8.
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has field operations in the tsunami-
stricken areas for people of all eth-
nicities and religions, as well as for the
Jesuit Refugee Service, which serves
displaced people and has centers in
Indonesia and Thailand.
On Jan. 6, Campus Ministry held
a multifaith vigil, during which ap-
proximately 100 people gathered in
theLeßoux room in solidarity with the
victims and survivors.
"Some of us are moved to tears from
what we see miles away," Father Sun-
dborg said. "We believe as a university
that prayer is a way to connect with
people, to hold them in our hearts."
During the event, the community was
asked to pray for the missing brother-
in-law of maintenance worker Vanhny
Phousouvanh.
"I have no news, I can only pray for
him," Phousouvanh said, adding that
her brother-in-law lived in Phuket,
Thailand.
In an emotional account, Civil and
Environmental Engineering Profes-
sor Nirmala Gnanapragasam narrated
the impact of the disaster in her na-
tive country, Sri Lanka. During the
vigil, Gnanapragasam recalled joyful
childhood memories, particularly the
Sundays when she rode the train from
Colombo to Telwatte to go to the beach.
Today, that same train has been wiped
out by huge walls of water,killing most
of its passengers.
Gnanapragasam, who lived in a refu-
gee camp and fled the country from the
civil war 20 years ago, expressed her
hope that the disaster will bring peace
to the island.
"Whatever we bring to the country, it
really matters to me that it is equitable
to both West and East. I'm hoping and
praying for the victims, but please pray
so that the government and the rebels
get together for the rebuilding," she
said.
On Jan. 9, Campus Ministry also
organized a special collection during
the 11 a.m. and 9 p.m. Masses at the St.
Ignatius Chapel.
"Everyone around the world has
been affected by the tsunami. We share
a feeling that swells in our hearts in
solidarity," Dan Moriarty, social jus-
tice minister said. "We grieve with the
grieving."
Adriana Guerrero, a senior foren-
sics science major, who spoke at the
event, said she considered dropping
out of school her sophomore year.
A counseling service at the school
then directed her to the learning
center shortly after she mentioned her
disability. She eventually changed
majors as well.
"Since science classes are in the
morning, have always been in the
morning and probably always will
be in the morning, I couldn't do
well. I tend to be more down in the
morning and up m the afternoon so
it made it harder for me to succeed
in those early classes," she said of
the effects of her bipolar condition
on her studies.
The misconceptions she encoun-
ters in the classroom are also difficult
for Guerrero.
"Students don't know or under-
stand, so I don't really tell anyone.
It's great having friends in my class
that understand and can help me by
sharing their notes ifI miss class, but
students usually tease me for miss-
ing classes. They think I'm skipping
whenI am really just unable to make
it that day," she said.
Guerrero and the others that spoke
out on Thursday did so to help
eliminate those misunderstandings.
She wants professors and students
to become more familiar with the
subject.
"It would be great if there were
some kind ofseminar ormore speak-
outs forprofessors because the school
doesn't disclose our disabilities; it is
up to us to tell them," said Guerrero.
"There shouldbe some learning class
to help people understand what we
go through."
Winter vacation Security Reports
12/24False Alarm
At 4:15 p.m., responding public safety officers
found an athletic department staffperson at the
Connolly Center set off the alarm and did not
know how to de-activate it.
12/25 Malicious Mischief
At 5:15 p.m., officers on patrol discovered bro-
ken bottles on the 6th level of the Broadway
parking garage. The bottles were found to have
been broken with a . 177 cal. pellets from a pel-
let gun. The broken glass was cleaned up.
12/27 Malicious Mischief
At 10:30 a.m., staff on patrol discovered a bro-
ken bollard at 11th& E. Marion. An unknown
vehicle sometime between 7:00 and 10:30a.m.
had obviously struck the bollard.
12/27 Safety Assist
At 12:30 p.m., staff was contacted by a cur-
rent student who reported her friend (also an
SU student) was in the tsunami disaster impact
areas, and had not been heard from. Public
safety made appropriate notifications, and the
missing student was located approximately 72
hours later.
of the alarm was due to burnt popcorn in a mi-
crowave oven. The alarm was re-set.
12/31Criminal Trespass Warning
At 1:15 p.m., staff on patrol discovered a male
who was identified not to be a campus com-
munity member using the shower. The male
was identified and issued a criminal trespass
warning.
1/1 Alcohol Violation
At 1:50 a.m., staffreceived a call from an RA
from the Murphy Apartments reporting a party
in progress with a lot of loud noise. Public
safety staff contacted the student registered
in the apartment and identified four additional
friends who were not students. All individu-
als were underage, and the alcohol was poured
out. Public safety called a cab to take all the
non-SU people home.
1/2 False Alarm
At 10:15 a.m., staff received a burglary alarm
trip from the cafe located in the Pigott building
atrium. Public safety responding found Bon
Appetite staff had set off the alarm and said
they thought they had turned it off correctly.
12/31 Safety Assist
At 1:45 a.m., a public safety
officer on patrol in the NW
area of 12th and East Jeffer-
son observed an individual
start a physical confrontation
with a second person. Public
safety staffadvised the Seattle
Police Department and stayed
with the victim. Responding
SPD officers met with the vic-
tim and made an area search
for the suspect. The victim
was confirmed to be non-SU
related.
12/31 Fire Alarm
At 9:45 p.m., public safety
staffreceived a fire alann sig-
nal from the Jesuit residence
and responded with Seattle
Fire Department. The cause
1/2 Criminal Trespass
Warning
At 10:40 a.m., staff on patrol
discovered a male not associ-
ated with the university using
the men's shower (again).
The person was identified
and given a criminal trespass
warning.
1/4 Medical Assist
At 4:30 a.m., staff and SFD
responded to a WFF staff
person who reported using
a chemical cleaner and then
suffering a nosebleed. The
SFD paramedics examined
the victim and advised there
was no connection between
the cleaning solution and the
victim's nosebleed.
PUBLIC SAFETY: providing protection ior all occasions
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-
cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of ts9s.
I can answer any LSAT ques-
tion - let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915
ATTENTION PROSPECTIVE
LAW STUDENTS
Would you like to Would you like help in
experience law school deciding if law school
before you start? is right for you?
Gonzaga University School of Law
Presents
Law School In ABox
DATE: Saturday, Jan. 22, 2005
TIME: 9:30 am - 4:00 pm
LOCATION: Seattle Pacific University
3307 3rd Avenue West
Seattle, WA 98109
COST: $10.00
DEADLINE: January 17, 2005
ONLINE REGISTRATION FORM AVAILABLE AT:
• www.law.gonzaga.edu/adniissions/events.htm
. Questions? Call 1-800-793-1710 or 509-323-5532
Bβ Gonzaga University,
SjgQggSv School ofLaw
Come and have a .i, « '
at theiHtnacrtiOMl Dinner 2005. mSJBI
•Enjoydelicious food and a glass of planet juice.
Featuring spectacular international entertainmentto dazzle and delight your
senses.
Door prizes include 2roundtrip tickets to Eur op* and 2 Eurorail passes.
January 19*, 6:00p.m, Campion Ballroom
Tickets for sate at CACand the 15G SU Students 58, General Admission $10
For more information contact £06) 296-6260
NEED MONEY?
WE NEED YOU!
You could qualify for a special blood program,
if you have recently been diagnosed with any of the following:
- Herpes Simplex I/II - Mononucleosis
- Chicken Pox/ Shingles - Epstein Ban- Virus
- Chlamydia - Other conditions may be
suitable, call for details.
Qualified Donors receive $200 par 4on*Ho*,
Plus mileage reimbursement*
Please Contact (888) 806-5215 for more information
All Calls are Confidential
4j6f 'Further screening may b» necessary In order to qualify >Sk
FEATURES
Honoring thepillars ofSU
It is said death comes in threes and
sometimes more than one extracts a sense
of loss.
It's not often that two members of
a single community are lost within such a
shortperiod of time.
It's even more rare that these two
people embody the spirit of a single institu-
tion. Father William Leßoux and Father
Francis Logan were exactly that for the
Seattle University community.
When someone dies, one often asks
those close to the deceased what the great-
est accomplishments of those people were;
but sometimes what they did isn't as impor-
tant as who they were.
"Their gift to the university was their
presence," said Fr. Sundborg.
During fall quarter, both Jesuits,
two key figures in the development of the
university, died.
It wasn't simply enough to run their
obituaries.For many ofus, we knew the
names, but didn't know the history behind
the person. We didn't recognize their spe-
cial contributions to the University.
A tireless spirit
Many people still expect to see
the short man walk down the hall to the
president's office.
Some still expect to hear his gruff
voice over the phone, encouraging themto
donate money to the school.
Others still expect to wake up and
meet him at the breakfast table in the Jesuit
residence. No matter how he's remem-
bered, Leßoux is not someone easily
forgotten.
He may not have been a man of
height, but he was a man of depth. The
five-foot tall man helped shaped the direc-
tionof the university. This larger-than-life
Jesuit represents a pillar of Seattle Univer-
sity's history.
His role as professor often took the
back seat to his efforts in pushing the uni-
versity toward new boundaries.
The Matteo-Ricci program exists
thanks to his perseverance, as does the
Student Center—the Leßoux room is an
emblemof his unending energy and fund-
raising.
Leßoux instituted one of the best
networks on campus. He displayed faith in
people and people had faith in him.
"Everybody knew him and everyone
related to him," said Sundborg. "You could
tease him, as long as he knew you loved
him," he added, "and I teased him a lot!"
When Father Sullivan transferred
him from Dean of the College ofArts and
Sciences to helping with university fund-
raising,
Leßoux was at first reluctant to give
up the title. But he delved into the new task
with the same dedication. He was so trusted
that when he called alumni every year,
they'd recognize his voice and ask "How
much?"
Leßoux had a unique zest for life. He
told things like they were and said things as
he saw them. He didn't hold anything back.
"Bill became to us what McGoldrick
was for the earlier generation, said Sund-
borg. "He was the spark of Seattle Univer-
sity."
Leßoux embodied a warm spirit.
Many people welcomed him as a member
of their family. He performed many mar-
riage ceremonies and baptisms, often for
his former students.
"Here was a man who spoke his
mind," said Sundborg in Leßoux's eulogy.
"But he spoke his mindand he
espoused his beliefs with a conviction and
a passion that were compelling. He made
you think about the directions that your life
should take."
"Father was a very
proud man; but his
ultimate source of
pride was in the ac-
complishments of
his friends."
Joseph J. Straus
Father William Leßoux. PhotoCourtesyofAnilKaPahi
Photo by William Hurd
Father Leßoux walked down this hall in
the Administrative Building on a daily
basis.
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A life coach
Most people have a coach, teacher or
other figure that they remember fondly.
Someone that inspired them, whether
it be through something they did or some-
thing they said.
People recall Logan as a friendly,
spirited man with a gracious attitude.
Born in 1902 to two Irish immi-
grants, Logan became a Jesuit before his
seventeenth birthday.
He taught at this institution when it
was still known as Seattle College High
School. He also taught Latin, French and
English at Seattle Preparatory High School.
One student remembers Logan advis-
ing him to switch to French because he
just wasn't going to make it in Latin. His
honesty was his gift to his students.
Logan gained his nickname, "coach,"
while working at Seattle Prep. A photo-
graph of him exiting the school gym was
taken after a work-out and printed in the
school yearbook—the caption under read
"coach."
During his days here at Seattle
University, Logan played handball, but not
under his name. At the time, the archdio-
cese didn't approve of Jesuits participating
in such sports, so Logan went by the name
"Ed Beasley."
Beasley played handball regularly
and went on to win four championships.
He became one of the five members of
the Washington Athletic Handball Hall of
Fame.
In 1939, Logan started up a hiking
club with some SU students. Upon return-
ing from a hike one winter, one of the
members "discovered a six-foot wooden
totem pole, gaily painted, sticking up out of
the snow," Logan once said.
"A kindly reporter came up with
HiYu Coulee, which in French means 'to
flow or run' and we took on the name."
The totem pole oversaw all the club's
meetings and presided over many wed-
dings. Many hikers found more than just
adventure on these trips with some result-
ing in marriages.
One ofLogan's favorite activities
was participating in bowling with other
students and faculty members. He was part
ofa team called the "Holy Rollers," which
he played on until he was sent to France to
teach in 1962.
When asked to share a memory of
Logan, Sundborg simply smiled.
"I was going to throw away a pair
of shoes that didn't quite fit me, and Logan
picked them up (we have the same big
feet, you know, we're both tall guys) and
put them on. From that moment on, he'd
always tell me 'I'm filling your shoes.'"
Right before his 99th birthday, Logan
wrote "Say a little prayer that I will keep
going—like the Mariners!"
Logan was a devout Mariner fan.
When he was in the infirmary, during the
last few years of his life, he loved being
able to watch the games in his room with
the nurses.
"We like them because they are a
bunch of guys without stars, who know
how to play together and get along togeth-
er," he said of his favorite team.
Getting along was Logan's best
characteristic. He was a friend to everyone.
He accepted people as they were, and they
loved him for it.
Both Father Logan and Father Le-
Roux were gracious men, who are fondly
remembered and greatly missed.
Father Logan lived to
be one of the oldest
Jesuits in the United
States.
Photo by William Hurd
Logan Field was dedicated in honor of Father Logan in 1996.
Father Francis Logan. Photo Courtesy ofAnil Kapahi
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SPORTS
Basketball teams start season struggling
to win close games and are in the cellar
Jacob Edel
Men and women
haven't yet won in
conference
Sports Editor
Even though the women overcame a 20
point deficit to tie the game with just over
two minutes left in the game, University of
Alaska-Anchorage scored the final basket
and won 63-62.
And when the men found themselves down
by 17points midway through the second half
they sparked a 21-4 run to tie the game with
six minutes to go.
Not surprising, however, University of
Alaska-Fairbanks star Brad Oleson took con-
trol of the game and stuck it to the Redhawks
scoring 9 of his 20 points down the stretch.
In both games, Seattle University basket-
ball demonstratedaspiring resiliency and got
close enough to smell the upset but fumbled
when they tried to bite it. Incidentally, both
teams remain winless in the conference as
well.
According to the men's head coach, Joe
Callero, he is proud of his players, and right-
fully so. Twice this season the Redhawks
have lost nail biters against Western Wash-
ington and Fairbanks, the top two teams in
the conference at this point.
Callero stresses the early injuries the team
has had and is anxious for his rising star
Bernard Seals to develop into a player like
Brad Oleson, a player that will take control
of a game down the stretch and find a way
of hosting two disaster seasons.
But some stats show SU is on the verge of
success, only missing the most important
ingredient, luck. If SU basketball is going to
the NCAA tournament this spring thenboth
the men's and women's basketball programs
have a tough task ahead of them. They have
to win. And they have to win against quality
basketball teams.
Photo by William Hurd
The men fell just short of upsetting
University of Alaska Fairbanks Jan.
Single, sizzling sports information director
improving athletic's communications
Lindsay Dittmer
Guest Writer
The Seattle University Women's Soccer
Team found an alluring piece of blackmail
while in Bakersfield, Calif, for a game this
past season.
Scavenging for magazines is one of the few
things to do in a hotel room on the road. As
the team flipped through pages of real estate
and restaurants, the "Sizzling Singles in Ba-
kersfield" page struck some giggles.
One of the women struck gold, coming
across a familiar face while jokingabout the
eligible bachelors.
"Hey, doesn'tthis guy work at our school,"
she said.
The team concurred. It was Kevin Eu-
banks, the newest member of the athletic
department. The typical singles ad listed his
interests and hobbies and the team proudly
revealed the find to their coach, Julie Wood-
ward. Woodward decided to save thevaluable
piece for just the right moment.
The moment came about a week after the
trip at the tail end of a staff meeting. As the
meeting wrapped up Woodward pulled out
the exhibit and quickly passed it around the
room, formally introducing Eubanks to his
colleagues at Seattle University.
In a later interview he reluctantly talked
about it.
"Anything but that, you're not really go-
ing to write about it, are you?" he said with
a smile
He laughed as his cheeks turnedpink and
offered to find it for me.
"Its around here somewhere, my mom
actually sent me a copy," he said while
laughing.
Eubanks only agreed to let the magazine
run the ad as a favor for a friend. Apparently,
his friend's balding boss was his only other
choice. When Eubanks agreed to the ad he
didn't thinkanyone would see it. Afterall, an
obscure magazine published it after he had
taken the job in Seattle and moved away.
Eubanks quickly learned plenty ofpeople
read singles ads. His ex-girlfriend from high
school tracked him down to tell him he was
"the one." Even though Eubanks had moved
away by the time they saw it, all ofhis friends
had a good laugh.
Because Eubanks was born and raised in
Bakersfield, many people noticed the bach-
elor ad. In high school Eubanks played soc-
cer and threw the shot put and discus for the
track and field team. He claimed he wasn't a
good thrower and after high school nobody
other than Al Collatz from California State
University Bakersfield recruited him. Collatz
quickly became much more than justa track
coach and moldedEubanks into an excellent
student and Ail-American hammer thrower.
"He was like a father away from home,
like a mentor," Eubanks said of his former
coach.
Collatz droveby the apartment ofEubanks
and his college roommate to make sure they
went to class when they got "addicted" to the
O.J. Simpson trials.
Kevin explored several different majors
before settling on communications in addi-
tion to throwing. He played in a band with
the drummer from the popular band KORN
whilepursuing his love ofmusic. Upon real-
izing the slim opportunities ofa music major
he changed to math, then English. Still not
content, communicationsbecame a good op-
tion because of the numerous opportunities
he saw after graduation.
Kevin took a position with the CSUB
school newspaper, and eventually worked
his way into the athletic department. He es-
sentially worked his way from the bottom
up in a few short years and ended up with a
full time position in the athletic department.
He then took a job at the local Bakersfield
newspaper, where he mainly wrote about high
school football for three years.
"It made me very glad to be on the other
side of the news," Kevin said about the high
pressure newspaper environment.
All his experience in athletic departments
had been writing press releases and updates,
basically providing scores and game briefs
for newspapers. People took football cov-
erage so seriously that Eubanks actually
received death threats. He laughs as he talks
about the offensive messages left on his
phone but repeats how glad he is to be doing
something different.
After the newspaper stint, he went back
to work at the CSU Bakersfield athletic
department briefly before the job at SU
opened up.
WhenKevin took over the sports informa-
tionposition at Seattle University, heknew it
wouldbe a long road ahead. The Athletic De-
partment was full of holes and there seemed
to be much more work than there was time.
He took the position in Seattle and within
three weeks had to complete media guides
for three different sports teams.
Not only did Eubanks find the job demand-
ing but it was his first time living outside of
Bakersfield. At age 32, he was back on the
college campus living in student dormito-
ries.
"It was interesting.. .you have to love [the
job], you couldn't do it otherwise," he said
of the unique experience.
As he talked about the work ahead, it was
obvious he loved this job. His eyes beamed
as he talked about next year's media guides.
Even as he organized the tedious work for
hosting the men's soccer quarterfinals, he
couldn't hide his enthusiasm.
"Can you even read that? And it was sup-
posed to be in at noon!" he said as he shook
his head and set aside a faxed roster from the
visiting team that is mostly ineligible and
muttered about double checking the typed
roster later.
The smile didn't leave his face, though.
Since his arrival this year, the athletic de-
partment has seen some changes. Coinciding
with the hiring of Athletic Director Wendy
Guthrie, improvements are in the making.
"The department was slow to act on any-
thing last year, now scores are up on theweb-
site almost as soon as the games are over,"
said a dedicated SU sports fan. Seattle Uni-
versity went from NAIA to NCAA Division
II a few years ago, so fresh faces have helped
facilitate the change to the "big league."
Eubanks is optimistic about next year.
He excitedly talked about covering soccer
matches since soccer has always been his
true passion.
It is a common bond he shares with his
parents, who have been going to CSU Bakers-
field soccer matches for over 20 years. The
close-knit family intends to follow Eubanks
to Seattle: the city this remarkable bachelor
now calls home.
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GNAC CONFERENCE OVERALL
Men's Standings W-L Pet GB W-L Pet L-10
Alaska Fairbanks 4-0 1.000 10-3 .769 8-2
Western Washington 3-1 .750 1 11-2 .846 8-2
Seattle Pacific 3-1 .750 1 11-3 .786 9-1
Humboldt State 2-1 .667 2 10-2 .833 8-2
Central Washington 2-1 .667 2 6-6 .500 5-5
Western Oregon 1-2 .333 2.5 7-5 .583 7-3
Saint Martin's 1-2 .333 2.5 4-8 .333 4-6
Northwest Nazarene 1-3 .250 3 7-6 .538 6-4
Alaska Anchorage 1-3 .250 3 7-6 .538 6-4
Seattle 0-4 .000 4 5-8 .385 2-8
GNAC CONFERENCE OVERALL
Women's Standings W-L Pet GB W-L Pet L-10
Seattle Pacific 4-0 1.000 12-1 .923 10-0
Western Washington 3-0 1.000 .5 11-1 .917 10-0
Saint Martin's 3-0 1.000 .5 9-2 .818 8-2
Central Washington 3-1 .750 1 9-3 .750 7-3
Northwest Nazarene 1-2 .333 2 5-7 .417 4-6
Alaska Anchorage 1-3 .250 3 6-7 .462 5-5
Alaska Fairbanks 1-3 .250 3 5-8 .385 3-7
Western Oregon 1-3 .250 3 4-7 .364 3-7
Humboldt State 1-3 .250 3 4-9 .308 2-8
Seattle 0-3 • .000 3.5 5-7 .417 5-5
McAlister named NCAA Player of the Year as men's
soccer team celebrates national championship
Katie Musselman
Undefeated SU
finishes dream
season at 22-0-1
Staff Writer
body on the team when I say
YYYEEEAAAHHH!"
For team captain Andy
Stromberg and the men's
soccer team it was an exciting
moment. Applause and cheers
resonated through the stu-
dent center. A large crowd of
Redhawks fans composed of
students, faculty, parents and
alumni assembled together for
a celebratory rally theMonday
after the team returned as na-
tional champions.
President Sundborg, Coach
Fewing, and former president
Father Sullivan S.J. congratu-
lated the team and named
Seattle University as home of
the NCAA division II national
champions of men's soccer.
Indeed, the Redhawks have
much to be proud of. The
team's last NAIA champion-
ship title in 1997 set a stan-
dard of excellence and this
team raised those standards
four years after the university
moved over to the NCAA Division 11.
In addition to being the first team in SU
history to win a NCAA Division II cham-
pionship title, they managed to set a few
more brow raising records. Now remaining
undefeated for 23 consecutive matches, Se-
attle ties for ninth best in NCAA Division II
men's soccer. They are also tied for third in
most consecutive wins, with theirregular and
post-season record at an impressive 22-0-1.
"In the NCAA Division II there are 23
conferences, and they have 60 men's soccer
teams, and we are 1 of 160,"Sundborg said at
the award ceremony December 8,2004. "This
is not only the best NCAA Division II men's
soccer team, you look at any other team in the
Northwest, the last time we played them, we
beat them. This is the besi men's soccer team
of any college in the Northwest."
Several players won individual awards
for their exemplary performance this season
to complement the team's outstanding ac-
complishments.
Junior forward Bobby McAlister received
the top honor, the 2004 NCAA Division II
Men's Soccer Player of the Year, awarded
by theNational Soccer Coaches Association
ofAmerica.
"Its weird getting individual awards in a
team sport because there's no way a person
can score a goal without having probably four
orfive guys touching theball before you even
see it up towards the goal," McAlister said.
He set school and GNAC single-season
records for goals (22), points (49) and game-
winning goals (11) and ranks No. 4 all-time
in Seattle University goals scored (29) and
E-time in points (67).ster's culmination of record settinginces and collection of individual
awards this season earned him a brief de-
scription in the Dec. 23 issue of "Sports
Illustrated."
"I thought it was pretty cool, of course it
won't happen too oftenagain so I got a couple
copies.. .not a lot ofpeople can say they were
in 'Sports Illustrated. ,"
Prior to the national exposure, McAlister
was named Most Outstanding Offensive
Player of the 2004 NCAA Division II Final
Four for his accomplish-
ments in Texas and was
Bi all-conferencen.
beyond offense, defend-
er Santa Maria Rivera
was named the Most
Outstanding Defensive
Player of the 2004 NCAA
Division II Final Four.
"My team has made it
easy for me. It's not very
hard—they play hard, and
1 play hard. That award is
not just for me, but for
all five of us defenders,"
Rivera said.
Overall, four players
from Seattle University
were named to the 2004
NSCAA/adidas Men's
NCAA Division II All-
Far West Region team.
Those players include
McAlister, Rivera, goal-
keeper Jeremiah Doyle,
and forward Alex Chur-
Head Coach Fewing at-
tributes the success to the
character of the team.
"I guarantee the reason
we won and the reason
we went undefeated was
not because of skill, tal-
ent and fitness alone - but
because the guys get
along so well. Because
they are committed to
eachother," Fewing said.
"The most significant
change was taking one game at a time."
Defender Santa Maria Rivera agreed, but
insisted it was also a change in the players'
attitudes as well.
"Maturity of the team. This year we bought
into the system, and the "oaches respected
us, and we all learned to irust each other,"
"There is the same nucleus of guys as last
year, but the team unity is what made a dif-
ference. Everyone got along and everyone
likes to hang out," Doyle said.
Photo by William Hurd
Midfielder Andy Stromberg entertains his team and the crowd at the champion-
ship celebration. Stromberg also earned his third academic All-Conference honor.
Photo by William Hurd
Midfielder Nick McCluskey, left, forward Bobby McAlister, center, and midfielder Andy
Stromberg, right, pose for a picture while holding the trophy. The rest of the team
stands behind them at the celebration in the Student Center on Dec. 8.
Photo by William Hurd
Forward Alex Chursky watches his
teamates autograph team posters.
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Seattle University
Casual Student Style
Fashion profile: "I like to be different...chic bor-
derline sexy."
Her classics: "High heels, low rise pants and
slacks."
Color you're most likely to see her wearing:
"Gold. I love to wear anything gold."
What's in her closet: "Long shirts, fitted button-up
shirts, belts and earrings...earrings are everything."
Favorite trend: "For guys, I like the J-Crew preppy
look: a pea coat with a white shirt and a button-up.
But I still like my thuggy white boys."
Fashion description: "Feminine"
Stores most frequented: "Places in
Japan... Jill Stuart is my favorite."
Favorite piece of clothing: "The dress
I have on now [pink and brown herring-
bone shift dress with lace detail], from
Jill Stuart...and pearls, they are popular
in Japan."
Trend done right: "For girls right now I
like fur, worn around the neck."
Katie Musselman
Staff Writer
Photos by William Hurd
Photo Editor
_
_
_
Ariel Narasimhan
Sophomore Business Economics major
Style: "Kinda preppy...it matches my person-
ality for the day. Especially my hair, when its
big you know I'm having a bad day."
Favorite places to shop: "Forever 21, the
Bon, the Rack, wherever..."
Can't leave without: "My glasses, or else I
can't see."
Favoite color: "Purple"
Fashion police in disguise: "I hate it when
guys wear anything baggy."
Style philosophy: "Whatever
matches"
Color you're most likely to see
him wearing: "Blue."
Favorite place to shop: "Hollister."
Fashion dislike: "Guys when they
wear pink."
Fashion philosophy: "I start
with jeans and then find a shirt
that matches."
Favorite color: "White....but I
like black."
Best place to shop: "Snow-
board shops."
Worst trend around campus:
"Leg warmers on girls."
Style: "Introverted, artsy"
Best places to shop in Seattle:
"Crossroads, Nordstrom and Urban
Outfitters."
Can't leave without: "One of my
scarves: black with white polka
dots."
Dream on: " I would get a Pucci
print dress if I could buy anything
right now."
Fashion pet peeve: "Abercrombie
from head to toe."
Valerie Burris
Sophomore Engineering major
Hitomi Nakamura,
JuniorAccounting major
Eric Osborne
Freshman Business Management
and Finance major
Pete Katsiometes
Sophomore Psychology major
Nina Holtsberry
Freshman Political Science major
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Top tens of 2004
Fads
Lily Ko
Guest Writer
1. The Atkins Diet
2. "Vintage" fashion 1
3. Seven-For- All-Mankind 1
Jeans 1
4. Ugg Australia Boots
5. Lance Armstrong's
Livestrong Bracelets
6. Kabalah
7. I-Pod
8. Metrosexual
9. Camera cellular phone
10. Pro Kerry
Honorable mentions: The Vespa, "the
Marilyn" piercing, two-toned dyed hair,
MySpace.
Books
Lily Ko
Guest Writer
i 4-°Spre,ICX Chuck Pdatatak
Dene Larson
10. nan j Rowling
thePhoenix by J.R-^
Top Movies
Julian Hunt
Staff Writer
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind
- My feelings about this movie change about
as often as Kate Winslet's hair. But the sto-
ryline is truly original, and that's so hard to
say of a movie that falls within theromantic
comedy category. Kudos Kaufman, may your
death be long and painful.
Kill Bill Vol. 2 - My runner up honors
had to go to Quentin Tarantino's film not
because it's offensive to just about every-
one, but because it does it so artfully... The
obvious tribute to the western and kung-fu
genres superimposes his artistic vision on
a relatively human storyline in an entirely
entertaining fashion.
Shaun of the Dead - Everything about
this movie is choppy, both its combination of
seemingly arbitrary frames and its humorous
head-severage. But that's exactly why it ap-
peals to all ofmy blood lusting and fragment
loving instincts.
Bad Education - I can't really find the
words to describe this movie. It's simply
as disturbingly rich as Almodovar's other
films.
Maria Full of Grace - In this film, the
powerful conflict and crises ofa 17-year-old
Columbiangirl turned drug mule manages to
make all the right statements about humanity
without all the wrong statements about the
ongoing war on drugs.
I Heart Huckabees - This movie's merits
lie in its philosophical andpolitical non-state-
ment. All of the other nonsense is justfun.
Mean Girls-A teen-dramawith substance
andhumor. This aloneputs Mean Girls in the
upper echelons of all of last year's silliness
and greatness.
AVery Long Engagement -Although I'm
a bigger fan of Jean-Pierre Jeunet in his City
ofLost Children phase, the statement about
love in times of war couldn't come at a more
opportunely powerful time.
Shrek 2 - Shrek 2 makes the list partially
for its technological merit, andpartially for its
mass appeal. Ofcourse the top grosser of the
yearhad to appear here... I do, after all, want
to get a job at "Good Morning America."
Spider-Man 2 - Besides the fact that I
enjoyed this film more than its predecessor,
the real punch in Spider-Man 2 is the conflict
between Peter Parker (Toby Mcguire) and
Harry (James Franco). Although I can't deny
this film is overrated, I can unashamedly say
it's one of the few that I didn't at least think
to ask for my money back.
Honorable Mention: Alien: The Direc-
tor's Cut, Fahrenheit 9/11, Hero, Supersize
Me.
Top Tunes
Molly Layman
Staff Writer
10. MB3, "Dead Cities, Red Seas, and
Lost Ghosts": Exhibiting an atmospheric,
electronic soundreminiscent ofsuch artists
as Portishead, this was a great chill-out
record for 2004.
9. The Blue Scholars, Self-titled. Self-
released: A local hip-hop project, bringing
fresh beats to the Northwest. Given that
hip-hop is often overlooked in this area,
this is a promising record that shouldn't
be ignored.
8. Air, "Talkie Walkie": Every time I
hear the song "Cherry Blossom Girl"I think
of walking around the Arboretum during
the springtime. Therefore, this album wins.
I can't dis on theArboretum.
7. Modest Mouse "Good News for
People Who Love Bad News": They
produced the cathiest and most accessible
song of the summer. It was so good that I
was even happy that "Float On" was per-
manently stuck in my head.
6. The Black Keys, "RubberFactory,":
Literally produced in a rubber factory, this
bluesy rock album continues to rock my
life. Ifyou've ever liked classicrock, you'll
appreciate this record.
5. The Arcade Fire, "Funeral,":
A first album for a group marred by
tragedy—beauty rises from the ashes.
4. Iron and Wine, "Our Endless Num-
bered Days,": Abeautifully stripped down
acoustic album tenderly illustrating the
delicaciesof love.
3. Joanna Newsom, "The Milk Eyed
Mender,": With a childlike voice and
harp accompaniment, Newsom provided a
welcome change among thedozens ofindie
rock outfits and emo bands.
2. Camera Obscura, "Underachiev-
ers Please Try Harder,": Though often
compared to Belle and Sebastian, this
album full ofsoothing pop chord progres-
sions established this band as a talent all
their own.
1.Blonde Redhead, "Misery is a But-
terfly,": I've heard multiple tracks off of
this albumand freaked outa little, so it gets
vto be number one. j
Top Ten Pop culture moments of 2004
Lauren Padgett
Staff Writer
After hours of VHI commentary over-
loading my brain with celebrity trivia, I
have painstakingly created a list of the most
intriguing celebrities and scandals of the last
year. Watching them make stupid mistakes
and lie to themselves that their habits won't
end up on the coverof Entertainment Weekly
is a guilty pleasure worth indulging. Here are
the top 10 celebrity favorites of 2004.
10. But, like, it was totally my band'sfault
that I can't sing.
Ashlee Simpson's appearance on Saturday
Night Live wentdown in infamy when in the
second half of the show she was caught lip-
synching. So what should a pop princess do?
Why, dance a jig ofcourse. That is precisely
what Simpson did before running offstage.
After the commercial she came back and
blamed the whole event on her band playing
the wrong song. Last time I checked they
weren't the ones singing.
9.1know I'm barely legal, but we can all
forget about that, right?
From the hit movie "Mean Girls" to
romanic links to both Wilmer Valderrama
and sex god Colin Farrel, to nights spent
partying it up with everyone from Paris
Hilton to her mom, Lindsay Lohan got both
notorious and famous in 2004. After releas-
ing pop CD "Speak!" and facing allegations
that her well-endowed chest is well...fake,
she checked herself into a hospital for being
"overworked." I would be tired, too.
8. I'm stillfamous! Reality TV says so!
What do you get when you put six crazy
has-been celebrities in a house and make
them try to live together?A whole lot offun!
"Gone are the days
when you actually have
to do something talented
to be famous
"
Well, that is the premise that VHI 's "The Sur-
real Life" is going offof. Flavor Flav wore his
clock and charmed Brigitte Nielson by slap-
ping her in the face, Ryan Starr butted heads
with spoiled brat Jordan Knight, and Charo
remained incoherent the entire season. While
all this was going on, Dave Coulier of "Full
House" just shook his head in disbelief.
7. Hollywood couldn 'tkeep mefront mak-
ingyou laugh.
In fall of2003 Ellen DeGeneres made her
comeback with hit TV talk show "Ellen!"
Since her outing as a lesbian on her sitcom
that was promptly cancelled years before,
Ellen proved she can still dance her wayback
into our hearts. This year she received great
ratings and huge audiences from stay-at-
home soccer moms everywhere. Way to go.
6. And Ithought I hadproblems.
Mary-Kate Olsen and her sister Ashley
started college at NYU this fall, but not
before Mary-Kate was sent off to rehab for
an eating disorder. Since then she has been
alleged to have an addiction to cocaine and
alcohol, and has been said to have tried to
commit suicide. Hopefully we will learn the
truth in a few years from her autobiography,
but only time will tell.
5. The prettiest cell on the block
Found guilty in March of imprudent sale
of IMClone stock, Martha Stewart was
sentenced to five months in prison. After
exclaiming, "I will be back!" she took her
craftiness and delectable gingerbread cookie
recipes to federal prison. She must have the
cutest cell ever!
4. Peter Pan caught with his pants
down.
Michael Jackson is charged with child
molestation, conspiracy and distribution
of alcohol to a minor. He has made a not
guilty plea, and his trial is set for Jan. 31.
The question is, can he moonwalk his way
out of this one?
3. Is this chicken orfish?
MTV's "Newlyweds" has riot only revived
both Nick and Jessica's dwindling pop ca-
reers but crowned them king and queen of
reality TV. After a stream of scandals in-
volving strippers and parties, America is left
wondering ifthe honeymoon is still on. Will
they be the Sonny and Cher of our genera-
tion? Only ratings will tell.
2. A movie star in her own right
Paris Hilton has risen from snobby so-
cialite to celebrity without much effort. Her
appearance in "One Night in Paris" and her
cross-country journey across hick-ville has
catapulted Paris into stardom. Her dog is
more popular than the entire cast of the Sur-
real Life combined. Gone are the days that
you have to actually do something talented
to be famous.
1. She wants to get hitched twice? Well,
that's her prerogative.
No matter what Britney Spears does she
attracts instant attention. Her life is full of
greatest hits and misses, which makes her
number one on my countdown. She had a Ve-
gas wedding, wore atrocious clothing, parried
it up and married again all in one year. From
her messed up tattoos to her chain smoking
and PDA with nobody husbandKevin Feder-
line, Britney is not all that innocentanymore
and we love her for it.
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WEEKLY UPDATE
All questions, comments or concerns can be made at Ext. 6050 or catallar@seattleu.edu!
• SEATTLE UNIVERSITY SONICS NIGHT •
• "Pricelen Night with the SONICS 11 •
; a raffle sponsored by AssU, IEAC, and SAAC ;
Support the Women 1! Basbetball team on •
•
* January 11th agaimt Western Oregon *
*
•
* January 15th agaimt Humbolt State * •
• Buy raffle ticket! <? the games - 1 ticbet for $1 or 6 tickets for $5 •
• for your chance to win this prize package*
*
! 1.10 lonics Tichets for the I
• Sonici v*« Denver Nuggets game (fan. 18th) •
• 2* Pizza Dinner for 1O
•
3« Limo Service for 1O
*
4* SU Redhawb* Promotional items
• 1 FREE RAFFLE TICKET to each student who attend!
• the Women 1! game on JAN* 15th game!
*
• Drawing <? HALF-TIME on January 15th! •
Congratulations to the newest REPRESENTATIVE ofASSU:
* Michelle Carpio *
Working to serve you as the Non-TraditionalRepresentative!
is worfemq tot YOU! if iI ! TEJXTCITT
Save mor&CH & pjcfe xxp uour FUEE /« ffvmf'nfa tfh
G
** co ing to
I J Seattle University!
1 Save §§§ @ focal shops & restaurants | Find outhow to get
\ \ involved with Tent City @
! ,a
M
M ! www.seattleu.edu/tentcitii/
i HeSo naffs* ©oofestore* vAv* A§idU i SMJ-
\pV J
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Marketplace
Classifieds
100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
400. Services
500. For Rent
...treatment and compensa-
tion for participating in our
University of Washington
brain imaging research.
ALSO LOOKING FOR
HEALTHY VOLUN-
TEERS. Call Alexandria
Murallo at (206) 616-6801
500
ACACIA COURT
Step into an oasis. From
$590. $100 offmove-in
specials. Brand new secured
building featuring deluxe
studio. Spaces available
now. All units have private
bath, large windows, built-
in desks, high-speed internet
and microwave/refrigerator.
Shared kitchen and laundry
facilities on each floor En-
joy the beautiful views from
the roof deck orrelax in the
landscaped courtyard. 4707
12thAve.NE, 206-632-
Broadview/Carkeek Park
- 3 BR, 2 BA apartment in
house. Recently remod-
eled, gas, W/D. Easy ac-
cess to Northgate/bus lines.
$1195+Util. Erik 206-419-
7497.
200
After school nanny needed
for 2 children 8 and 12
in Madison Park. M,W,
Th 2:30-6:00, Option for
30 hrs a week in sum-
mer. Reply with resume to
Thisbyso@hotmail.com.
Lab Aide
Benaroya Research Institute
at Virginia Mason Medical
Center has a part-time open-
ing for a Lab Aide. This
position will be responsible
for preparing and maintain-
ing common laboratory
reagents and supplies. This
includes preparation of
buffer solutions, yeast and
bacterial media and plates,
autoclaving of sterile sup-
plies, updating laboratory
records and performing rou-
tine laboratory equipment
maintenance. Requires H.S.
diploma or equivalent. Sub-
mit resume and cover letter
to: jobs@benaroyaresearch.
org, or fax to: 206-341-1315
Equal Opportunity Employ-
er M/F
Aquatics Care Assistant
Benaroya Research Institute
at Virginia Mason Medical
Clinic has an opening for an
Aquatics Care Assistant to
care for a zebrafish facility
during weekend hours. Re-
sponsibilities include feed-
ing, cleaning, basic system
maintenance and assessment
of water chemistries for
a population ofadult and
larval fish. The ideal can-
didate will possess mature
work habits, be task and
detail oriented and possess
the ability to work indepen-
dently. Experience working
with fish systems or animal
husbandry required. Submit
resume and cover letter to:
jobs@benaroyaresearch.
org, or fax to: 206-341-1315
Equal Opportunity Employ-
erM/F
300
Panic Attacks?
Do you experience sudden
panic attacks, intense fear,
racing heart, chest pain, etc?
Not taking antidepressants.
Qualified research subjects,
18+ can receive free...
We Want You to be an OA! /
Be a part of the tradition of leadership,
have fun, and help welcome the Class of
2009 to the S.U. Campus. Become an
Orientation Advisor!
Applications are available online at
ht*p://www.scnttt^^u/gctiwvHvcri
Apply by February 7,2005
Optional informational session: January 19th, Pavilion Foyer, spm
Questions? Please contact us at:
New Student Programs
Center for Student Involvement,
Pavilion 180
296-2525
getinvolved@seattleu.edu
Seattle University Academic Salons
(2 SEJtESSRz; Poverty
January 2005
1/12:American Mania 1/25: "Children Of Poverty"
feat. Peter Whybrow Film and Discussion
1/13:Film Series: Baraka feat. Darlene Dußose
1/18:Ending Poverty 1/25: Travel, Consumption
feat. William Quigley and Poverty
1/19: Christian Perspectives On feat. Rick Steves
Abundant Life 1/26: Information Overload
feat. Tanya Marcovna Barnett feat. David Levy
1/20:Seattle U. Debate Team 1/27: Trade, Law and Justice
1/27: Film Series: Global Banquet
www.seattleu.edu/academicsalons
I "J il J Newspapers
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FOOTNOTES
CAMPUS VOICE
by Greg Boudreau
"Seattle weather is mild. Cape Eliza-
beth, Maine has crazy snowy cold
winters and thunder and lightning
STORMS in the summer. I'm afan of
severe weather."
Robert Mylroie,
Cape Elizabeth, ME, Junior,
International Studies
Suck it upfools, it's not a different
kind ofsnow! Booyakasha! "
Anna Stevens, Boulder, CO,
Freshman, Education
What do you think ofSeattle weather
compared to your hometown s weather?
"Seattle weather is better\ but I love
weather. The summer 's here are gor-
geous and I don't mind the rain. I
miss the snowI had in my hometown
though."
Molly Ortiz, Boise, ID, Junior,
Photography and History
"San Diego is nowhere near as butt-
cold as Seattle is right now! "
Abigail Laxa, San Diego, CA,
Senior, Liberal Studies
"In Spokane it's snowing right now.
But where I'm from it's probablly
sunny."
Nick "I love having my name in
print" Lisica, San Fransisco, CA
Senior, Visual Arts
"I don't want to say anything
because it won't befunny!"
Megan Lindley, Boise ID,
Sophomore, Nursing
The Spectator
Jan.l3, 2005
Mto Lonely
Hearts
Seattle University's
Premier Weekly Advice Column
Are you in trouble?
Do YOU NEED HELP?
Write to Miss Lonely Hearts
AND SHE WILL HELP YOU.
I
Dear Miss Lonelyhearts,
I teach a class in the Admin Building at 8
daily; I have never said to anyone "Hey, what
are you up to?" No, my problem is different.
I have a (okay, several) students who pick and
choose what days they will attend my class. I'm
there every day and I know the subject; they are
paying to learn the subject and yet miss class on
a regular basis. The occasional hangover I can
understand, but the number of absences would
indicate either a major problem with demonrum
or a lifestyle that is incompatible with learning.
What can I tell this slugabed?
Abandoned
Dear Abandoned,
Take heart, for you are not alone. I say this
with aplomb, for I too was once a student. Yes,
loyal constituents, Miss L. was once a student.
One of my problems was the same from the let-
ter above, only I played the part of the student.
The problems I had - and there were many - are
what condemned me to write this column, so that
I could help those who are now as I once was.
Alas, Miss L. has been exposed as the fallible
human (s)he is. But, students, just as God had
to take the shape of man torelate to humanity, I
too would be far too complex for you, my read-
ers, without my experiences as a student. As for
you, Abandoned, a student's attendance is likely
to increase if (s)he knows that the professor is
concerned about the student's frequent lapses.
It is an unfortunate fact that many students will
simply disregard classes, especially of the core
variety, when they think that they may be able to
get away with it. Of course you may also take
the approach known as "common sense" and
not schedule your class for 8 a.m. daily. That
is downright lunacy.
We Want
Your Participation!
Want Miss Lonely
Hearts' advice to
help you through
the strife of life?
Email her at
LonelyHeartSpec@hotmail.com
